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„We are committed to am-
bitious sustainability go-
als along the entire value 

chain. We see it as our 
duty to concentrate on 

good stewardship of 
natural resources.“

DEAR READERS,

As a family business, the well-being of future ge-

nerations is particularly important to us. We face 

this responsibility with fresh eyes every day as a 

manufacturing company. We believe that feeling 

good starts with a clear conscience. 

As a manufacturer of personal care products, we 

are therefore committed to ambitious sustainabi-

lity goals along the entire value chain.

We have produced this Sustainability Report to 

inform our customers, employees and business 

partners about the progress we have made so 

far, what drives us forward, and what we want to 

achieve in the future. We would like to show you 

how our innovations and projects geared to sus-

tainability are bearing quantifiable fruit at our two 

sites in Siegelsbach and Hüffenhardt in the south 

of Germany. The main focus in this report is on 

water and the efficient use of this resource.  

Water is the elixir of life and the largest compo-

nent of the human body – and of our skincare and 

hair- care products. In order to be able to guaran-

tee the very best quality, we insist on state-of-the-

art manufacturing processes with the latest ener-

gy-saving and resource-efficient technology. One 

example of this is our new steam cleaning line 

which went into operation at the beginning of 

2018.

Sustainability is an integral part of the daily 

operations and business processes at MANN & 

SCHRÖDER COSMETICS thanks to the ideas and 

input from over 700 employees and their dedica-

tion to our cause.

Kind regards,

Christine Steger, Managing Director/ CEO 
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AMBITIOUS SUSTAINABILITY GOALS FOR 2018 AND BEYOND

Substances which are good for the skin should not pollu-

te the environment – MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS 

has adopted this creed as a basis for its production, its 

processes and its entire work, and all its sustainabili-

ty goals are in line with this belief. The manufacturer 

of haircare and personal care products takes a holistic 

view of sustainability, understanding its outworking in 

actions conforming to economic, environmental and so-

cial standards and in guarantees of top product quality.

As a production company with high energy require-

ments, MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS made a deci-

sion in 2017 to support a ClimatePartner environmental 

protection project in a bid to offset its CO2 emissions. 

The goal of 100 per cent climate neutrality in opera-

tions was thereby achieved in 2017 and in 2018. MANN 

& SCHRÖDER COSMETICS has been able to be entirely 

climate-neutral in electricity since 2016 by purchasing 

green electricity. The production lines and machinery 

which the company has been systematically putting into 

operation since 2014 have enabled it to reduce its energy 

consumption per ton of output. 

MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS has set itself the am-

bitious target of passing the ISO 50001 energy audit in 

2019. The requirements in this audit go far beyond the 

legal minimum. They render us liable to demonstrate 

a clean balance sheet in terms of our energy footprint 

and clearly-defined reduction targets. Further measu-

res planned for 2019 are as follows:

○  further analysis of carbon emissions in the company 

and exploration of new ways of preventing greenhouse 

gas emissions

○  continued offset of all the carbon emissions of the 

company in order to meet the 100 per cent target both 

now and in the future

○  expansion of the sustainability reporting process and 

progression to the core option in the publication of 

GRI standards.

REPORT OUTLINE

This Sustainability Report is based on the new standards 

set out in the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), as revised 

and published in 2018. ClimatePartner has credited MANN 

& SCHRÖDER COSMETICS with fulfilment of the environ-

mental standards GRI 305-1, 305-2 and 305-3.

The report covers the financial year of 2018 (1 January 2018 

to 31 December 2018). The editorial deadline was 13 June 

2019. Unless stated otherwise, the information published in 

the Sustainability Report applies to all the production sites. 

Gender discrimination is dispensed with in order to impro-

ve readability.

The MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS Sustainability 

Report is published in German and English. Additional 

content is also available online on the company website. 

The next Sustainability Report is due to be published in the 

first half of 2020 and will cover the financial year of 2019.
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EXCELLENCE AT MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS

FAMILY BUSINESS  Christine Steger represents the 

third generation of the familiy to manage the affairs of 

MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS at the Headquarter 

in Siegelsbach, Germany. Prior to this, Hans Schröder 

had spear-headed the company for more than three 

decades. In the 1980s, he built the entire product range 

around haircare and personal care products. His father 

Hans Schröder Senior had started up the company in 

1951 to manufacture putty for windows and floor polish.

MADE IN GERMANY     MANN & SCHRÖDER  

COSMETICS enjoys special trust in both the domestic 

market and in the export markets thanks to the “Made 

in Germany” seal of quality. The company once again 

completed the IFS certification process in 2018 with a 

very high score, demonstrating that the products meet 

high quality standards. Other internationally recognised  

accreditations include DIN EN ISO 9001:2015, the GMP 

certificate DIN EN ISO 22716, and the BRC CP certificate.

AWARD-W INNING EDUCATING COMPANY  

MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS is regularly ack-

nowledged to be one of the leading training companies 

in Germany. In 2017 and 2018, for example, the business 

magazine Capital named MANN & SCHRÖDER  

COSMETICS one of the best training companies in the 

category of “companies with 500 - 2,000 employees”.

CLIMATE-NEUTRAL MANN & SCHRÖDER  

COSMETICS has been increasing its energy conservati-

on in production processes and building up its supply 

of energy-efficient production lines since 2014. This is a 

matter of particular importance because, as a manufac-

turing company, it cannot completely stem the flow of 

CO2 emissions. MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS has 

succeeded in offsetting its carbon footprint since 2017 

by signing up to an accredited international environ-

mental protection project. This has earned the compa-

ny recognition from ClimatePartner by way of its award 

for 100 per cent climate neutrality.

FAMILY 
BUSINESS

MADE IN 
GERMANY

CLIMATE-
NEUTRAL

AWARD-W IN-
NING TRAINING 
COMPANY

RANKED IN 
THE TOP 100
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DIFFERENT HAIRCARE 
AND PERSONAL CARE 

PRODUCTS

RAW MATERIALS ON THE TEST BENCH

PRODUCTS AND 
INNOVATIONS  

 

 

MANUFACTURE OF 
PERSONAL CARE 
PRODUCTS IN 

15
CATEGORIES

NEW 
PRODUCTS 
LAUNCHED

576

1,610



The Research & Development team at MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS 
analyses trends and innovations in haircare and personal care products 
and continuously develops the formulas, always holding them up to scru-

tiny in respect of sustainability.

“GREEN” POWER OF 
INNOVATION 

ECO-FRIENDLY ALTERNATIVES

of tomorrow. But MANN & SCHRÖDER  

COSMETICS is also firmly convinced that in- 

novations should not be developed at the ex- 

pense of the environment. The in-house Rese-

arch & Development department is therefore 

committed to the search for feasible solutions 

which will improve the carbon footprint of the 

formula.

Whenever MANN & SCHRODER 

COSMETICS works on new for- 

mulas and complex active in-

gredients, their development is driven by the 

highest quality standards. The company works 

across all departments, applying the latest te- 

chnological standards, analysing the relevant 

markets worldwide, and seeking out the trends 

Focus: the Research & Develop-
ment section has an eye for en-
vironmentally friendly solutions.
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MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS made great 

strides in many areas in 2018 and the results 

are plain to see, especially in microplastics, 

palm oil, palm kernel oil and recyclable plastic.

USE OF MICROPLASTICS REDUCED
The use of microplastics in cosmetics is a hotly 

debated topic in the media and among consu-

mers. Microplastics are solid and insoluble 

synthetic polymers in beads which are smaller 

than five millimetres. Polymers in dissolved 

form are also under discussion. They serve va-

rious purposes, such as adding to the viscosity 

and fixative properties of personal care and 

haircare products, which is why they can be 

found in hairsprays, hair lacquer, suncream 

and sunblock products, for example.

ALTERNATIVE INGREDIENTS
MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS has been 

working on ridding the products of solid

microplastic particles since 2015. As things 

stand, 99 per cent are free of them. The main 

FACING THE 
FACTS 

WHAT WAS AT THE TOP OF THE 

AGENDA IN YOUR DEPARTMENT IN 

2018?

We put a lot of R&D resources into 

avoiding synthetic polymers. We 

are also continuously working on 

making our manufacturing pro-

cesses more efficient in order to 

consume less energy.

WHAT IS YOUR RESPONSE TO 

THE SENSITIVE ISSUE OF PALM 

OIL?

Palm oil and palm kernel oil are 

important sources for many of our 

raw materials. No other oil-bearing 

plant is as productive as the oil 

palm therefore switching to other 

oils would mean far more land use 

and therefore greater ecological 

damage. This is why we continue 

to use palm oil-based and palm 

kernel oil-based raw materials 

which are 100 per cent RSPO*- 

certified in support of sustainable 

cultivation.

WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO AVOID 

MICROPLASTICS?

Solid microplastics are no longer 

used in 99 per cent of our pro-

ducts and we are working on the 

other one per cent. We are trying 

to replace liquid polymers with raw 

materials that are mostly of natural 

origin, biodegradable or produced 

more sustainably. A straight exchan-

ge is not usually possible therefore 

we are developing new formulation 

systems.

Dr. Klaus Hempel
Head of Research 
& Development

PER CENT
CERTIF IED PALM OIL  

AND PALM KERNEL OIL :  
MANN & SCHRÖDER  

COSMETICS HAS AL- 
READY ACHIEV ED THIS 

OBJECTIV E IN SOURCING 
RAW MATERIALS FOR ITS 

PRODUCTS.

alternative used is natural perlite. These are 

pumice stone particles which provide a compa-

rable peeling action to microplastics but are of 

natural origin. Peeling grains made from plant 

ingredients like peach stones or walnut shells 

might also be used depending on the product.

* Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil, WWF initiative set up in 2004 

100
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packaging at MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS, 

as borne out by the example of its own brand 

alkmene® which claims to harness the natural 

healing power of medicinal plants.

All the bottles used for body lotion and sham-

poo were developed from 100 per cent recycled 

material (rPET) for the first time for the brand 

relaunch in 2017. What is more, all alkmene® 

labels are free of mineral oils and solvents. 

This means that the alkmene® bottles are fully 

recyclable.

FSC*** CERTIFICATION
MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS attaches 

importance to the supply of products without 

additional outer packaging or – where this is 

not possible – in packaging with the highest 

possible proportion of recycled or recyclable 

material.

The changeover to products without synthetic 

polymers is the sustainability issue which 

most occupied the minds of the Research & 

Development team at MANN & SCHRÖDER 

COSMETICS in 2018.

Further research was conducted into synthetic 

polymers in 2018 with a view to developing pro-

ducts containing substances of natural origin 

or based on renewable resources instead of syn-

thetic polymers. Replacing ingredients in this 

way is a major challenge but it has been possib-

le to develop solutions without liquid plastics 

for more than 90 per cent of the products. The 

team continues to work tirelessly on the conver-

sion of the remaining formulas.

PALM OIL AND PALM KERNEL OIL:  
100 PER CENT CERTIFIED
Raw materials containing palm oil and palm 

kernel oil can be found in varying proportions 

in many personal care products. They serve as 

emulsifiers, moisturisers, stabilisers and cle-

ansers 100 per cent of the quantity contained 

in MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS products 

has been validated as conforming to the RSPO 

Mass Balance** Supply Chain Certification 

Standard. This ensures transparency and sus-

tainability in the supply chain.

THE MOST SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION 
The oil palm is by far the most productive 

oil-bearing plant therefore MANN & SCHRÖDER 

COSMETICS insists on palm oil as the most 

sustainable solution above all other oils. The 

use of coconut oil or other oils with similar 

properties would entail far greater use of land 

for cultivation because the yields would be 

much lower.

The company prefers to promote sustainable 

cultivation methods by subscribing to 100 per 

cent certified raw materials from palm oil and 

palm kernel oil.

 

PIONEER IN RECYCLABLE AND RECY-
CLED PACKAGING: ALKMENE®

Sustainability is also the goal and standard in 

COMPARISON OF OIL-PRODUCING PLANTS

Average global yields from 2012 to 2014  

(source: WWF Magazine)

The success of the oil palm can be explained by 

its high yield and low demand for land. Boasting 

an average yield of 3.3 t oil/ha, the oil palm is 

the most productive of all the oil-bearing plants 

and therefore the most economical in terms of 

land use. By way of comparison, the soya plant 

only yields 0.4 t oil/ha, coconuts and sunflower 

seeds produce just under 0.7 t/ha, and the yield 

for rapeseed is slightly over 0.7 t/ha.

**Mass Balance is one of several criteria applied in checks for RSPO certification *** Forest Stewardship Council: international non-profit-organisation and certifying body for sustainable forestry

 

0.7 t oil/ha 
Coconut, sunflower 
and rapeseed

0.4  t Oil/ha 
Soya3.3  t oil/ha 

Oil palm
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The folding boxes which we use are made of 

FSC-certified material and have a recycled con-

tent of 90 to 95 per cent. In addition to the  

highest quality standards and the environ-

mental protection criteria, the safety of the 

products for human health is another aspect 

which is a matter of course for the company. 

All the products undergo a safety assessment 

under the EC Regulation on cosmetic products 

before they are put on the market. This inclu-

des the testing of raw materials and packaging 

as well as tests on the end product.

MANN & SCHRÖDER        
COSMETICS sources many 

different raw materials for 
the manufacture of personal 

care products. They are all 
required to meet the inter-

nal CSR criteria.

FACING THE 
FACTS 

WHAT CRITERIA DO CUSTOMERS 

CITE WITH REGARD TO SUSTAIN-

ABILITY?

Consumers are paying more and 

more attention nowadays to en-

vironmental concerns when they go 

shopping but their expectations in 

terms of quality and performance 

have not changed. The big challenge 

for us is to meet these demands in 

both existing and new products. This 

is right at the top of our agenda.

HOW IMPORTANT ARE SEALS OF 

QUALITY?

A label on the products is import-

ant because it allows consumers 

to see at a glance whether the 

products will satisfy their expec-

tations. There are many different 

facets to sustainability, however, 

which makes labelling more dif-

ficult. Nevertheless, retailers are 

beginning to launch products with 

sustainability labels on the market.

WHICH DEPARTMENTS ARE IN-

VOLVED IN THE DEVELOPMENT 

OF SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS?

We are looking for sustainable pro-

duct solutions in almost all areas 

of the company: the Purchasing de-

partment looks for alternative raw 

materials and packaging; the De-

velopment section conducts rese-

arch and tests; the Production de-

partment optimises energy use, and 

the Category Management team as-

sesses the commercial feasibility of 

our sustainability initiatives.

Jan Bennefeld, 
Private Labels Sales 
Director DACH

MANN & SCHRÖDER- 
PRODUCTS 

HAV E BEEN AWARDED A TOTAL OF 
F IV E DIFFERENT SUSTAINABIL ITY  

SEALS OF APPROVAL

125

READ MORE ABOUT THE USE OF RESOURCES
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TAKING RESPONSIBIL ITY SERIOUSLY

WATER CONSUMPTION 

 
 

OF THE 17  GOALS IN 
THE UN 2030 AGENDA

WATER REDUCTION 
TECHNOLOGIES

3

100% 
CLIMATE-NEUTRAL 

THROUGH SUPPORT OF 
A WATER PROJECT 

COLLABORATION IN 6 



Water is one of the most important resources. Not only is it needed as a 
component of the products but also for their production and purification. 
This is why MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS insists on careful ways with 

water and uses state-of-the-art systems. 

WISE WAYS WITH 
WATER

RESOURCE-EFFICIENT PRODUCTION
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T he body of an adult consists of 65 per 

cent water on average. Fluid is there-

fore the largest component of the hu-

man body. The same applies to skincare and 

haircare products which essentially consist of 

purified water. Not only does it improve the to-

lerability of the cosmetic products but it is also 

conducive to a pleasant feeling on the skin. The 

addition of water enhances creams, for examp-

le, giving them a soft and smooth texture and 

making them easier to apply to the skin. Water 

also makes it possible to dilute surfactants, the 

cleansing substances which dissolve dirt and 

grease, in a way that is kind to the skin. Water 

is also required to incorporate water-soluble 

active ingredients like panthenol or glycerine.

VERSATILITY
MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS consumes 

about 94.5 million litres of water per year. 

Approximately 61 per cent of the water goes 

into the haircare and personal care products. 

The resource is also used for the manufactu-

process. This is a waste of both valuable water 

and flawless products. MANN & SCHRÖDER 

COSMETICS uses pigging systems in order to 

counteract this loss.

SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS
The intelligent systems consist of a sending 

Air vent

Compressed 
air

SENDING 
STATION

Cleaning inflow

Cleaning 
return 
flow

BUFFER 
TANK FOR 

BULK
Compressed 

air

RECEIVING 
STATION

Filling machines

 

PIGGING SYSTEM: MORE PRODUCT, 
LESS WATER

station, a receiving station and the pig, which 

is usually made of rubber or silicone. The 

electronically controlled pig pushes all the re-

sidue forward through the pipe with the aid of 

compressed air, leaving the pipe empty. 

ring processes, however, and the subsequent 

cleaning of the systems and machines at the 

two production sites in Siegelsbach and Hüf-

fenhardt.

MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS relies on 

state-of-the-art manufacturing processes in-

volving three resource-efficient systems in or-

der to achieve sustained reductions in the use 

of water and in the production of waste water 

and to keep consumption and wastage as low 

as possible in the long term.

PIGGING SYSTEM: MORE OF THE 
PRODUCT
When care products are put into bottles and 

tubes, there is always a residual amount left 

in the pipes leading to the filling line. This is 

unavoidable. These production residues are 

flushed out with huge amounts of water and 

detergent in conventional systems and then 

disposed of as hazardous waste. Up to 600 ki-

logrammes of residues may be in line for di-

sposal, depending on the product and filling 

LITRES  
LESS WATER PER  
CLEANING CYCLE

1.000
CONSUMPTION OF UP TO 
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efficient and ecological method for obtaining 

pure desalinated water. Other methods of des-

alinating water, such as distillation by evapo-

ration, consume at least 10 times as much 

energy which is why MANN & SCHRÖDER 

COSMETICS has not used them for more than 

10 years.

90 OUT OF 100 LITRES OF WATER 
FULLY DEMINERALISED
The osmosis unit separates the salt from the 

previously softened water by means of a fil-

ter system and returns the demineralised wa-

ter to a buffer tank which is a kind of storage 

tank. MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS gains 

around 90 litres of demineralised water from 

100 litres of tap water. This is then used for 

the manufacture of the care products. The re-

maining 10 litres flow back into the waste wa-

ter as salt concentrate. MANN & SCHRÖDER 

COSMETICS invested in a further system with 

additional buffer tanks in 2017 due to increa-

sing production capacities, placing particular 

The residue which has been pushed out can 

then be put into tubes and bottles. After the 

pig has passed through the pipes, there is 

virtually nothing sticking to the insides and 

so they are easier to clean. This saves consi-

derable quantities of water and detergent, po-

tentially amounting to up to 1,000 litres of wa-

ter and 10 kilogrammes of cleaning agent per 

cycle. The amount of waste is also reduced, 

causing less impact on the environment and 

conserving valuable resources. The proven 

pigging technology will also be used when 

putting new systems into operation because of 

the many advantages and total lack of disad-

vantages.

OSMOSIS: SAVING INSTEAD OF 
FLUSHING 
Only purified salt-free water, i.e. deminerali-

sed water, may be used for the manufacture of 

personal care products. MANN & SCHRÖDER 

COSMETICS obtains this with the aid of a top-

of-the-range osmosis system. This is the most 

OSMOSIS SYSTEM:
EFFICIENT AND 
ECOLOGICAL

PER CENT 
OF THE WATER 

INTAKE RENDERED 
SUITABLE FOR USE 
AS DEMINERALISED 

WATER

90 emphasis on the conservation of water in the 

process.

Larger quantities of demineralised water can 

now be stored temporarily in the additional 

buffer tanks. This means that the osmosis unit 

has to be started up and cleaned less frequent-

ly. Every time the unit is started up, the enti-

re system and all the membranes and pipes 

are thoroughly rinsed through with water for 

three minutes.

Having installed the new unit, MANN & 

SCHRÖDER COSMETICS has cut the original 

number of start-up cycles by a third and is sa-

ving large amounts of water and waste water.

STEAM CLEANING: FAST AND 
ECONOMICAL  
The latest water-saving technology, which 

has been in use in the production facilities at 

MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS since the 

beginning of 2018, is steam cleaning. 

Mains water

PRE-FILTRATION 
TREATMENT

Softened 
water

Partial 
return to 
increase 
yield

Waste water 
(approx. 10 % of 

water intake)
Demineralised 

water

BUFFER TANK FOR 
DEMINERALISED 

WATER

OSMOSIS 
SYSTEM
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agents and also significantly reduces the quan-

tity of polluted waste water.

The steam is generated in a separate boiler by 

means of an oil burner and routed to the pro-

duction vessels. Steam pipes were installed on 

the existing production vessels for this pur-

pose and integrated into the existing cleaning 

software.

The amount of effort involved in the conven-

tional cleaning process is very high due to the 

grease in the mixtures and because the lines 

must be completely free of residues after every 

filling cycle and ready for further production.

Pipelines and boilers can be cleaned faster 

with steam and with less water and detergent. 

Up to four hours were required for the vari-

wous rinsing cycles in the conventional cle-

aning process but now MANN & SCHRÖDER 

COSMETICS can clean the systems in about 

half the time with steam. 

Another advantage is that only a fractional 

amount of detergent is required. This has a po-

sitive effect on the consumption of chemical 

STEAM CLEANING: LATEST 
WATER-SAVING ADDITION 50 

PER CENT
TIME SAV INGS W ITH 

STEAM CLEANING

READ MORE ABOUT WATER CONSUMPTION

SOUND ALL-ROUND

We can generate a vast amount of 

energy in a very short time with 

the new steam process. The hot 

steam dissolves grease residues 

on the insides of the tanks at great 

speed and with a gentle cleansing 

action. After the steam cleaning 

treatment, the tanks and pipelines 

are free of grease, completely cle-

an and ready for the production of 

new care products. Steam cleaning 

is an environmentally friendly and 

ecologically sound process which 

saves time, detergent and precious 

water.

Stefan Martin, 
Head of Technology DEMINERA-

LISED WATER 
TANK

BOILEROil 
pump

Burner Sludge 
tank

Superheated 
steam 

Exhaust gases

Demineralised 
water
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MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS is supporting a project in Ke-
nya, which enables the local people to use water without boiling it 
beforehand, and thereby offsetting 100 per cent of the CO2 emissi-

ons from its business operations. 

EASY ACCESS TO CLEAN 
DRINKING WATER

ENV IRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN KENYA

People in Kenya learning 
how water is treated wi-

thout harming their he-
alth or the environment.
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C limatePartner works out the CO2 

emissions of MANN & SCHRÖDER 

COSMETICS every year and calcu-

lates the overall corporate carbon footprint 

(CCF) based on the Greenhouse Gas Protocol. 

This covers all greenhouse gas emissions from 

Scopes 1 to 3, including in the supply chain 

of raw materials and packaging. As a manu-

facturing company, MANN & SCHRÖDER 

COSMETICS cannot completely avoid CO2 

emissions. With the help of environmental 

protection projects which reduce emissions 

in other parts of the world, however, MANN & 

SCHRÖDER COSMETICS has been offsetting 

its own CO2 emissions since 2017 and is there-

fore a 100 per cent climate-neutral company.

Water is so essential for the products and pro-

cesses at MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS 

that the company is particularly keen to sup-

port a carbon offset project involving the tre-

atment of drinking water. This is why MANN & 

SCHRÖDER COSMETICS has chosen to back 

a certified environmental protection project 

which allows people in rural Kenya free access 

to clean drinking water. Contaminated water, 

which can cause disease, and a lack of drinking 

water are among the most frequent causes of 

death there.

GOOD FOR HEALTH AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT
The people in Kenya boil their water on an 

open fire in order to produce clean drinking 

water. They invest a lot of time and money in 

sourcing firewood and risk their health at the 

same time in that the resulting smoke can cau-

se severe respiratory disorders, especially in 

closed rooms. 

EMBRACING THE NEEDS

Environmental protection and cor-

porate social responsibility go hand 

in hand at MANN & SCHRÖDER COS-

METICS. Our commitment to the cli-

mate and people in Kenya through 

the drinking water project goes 

beyond the statutory requirements 

and regulations. This enables us 

to offset our carbon footprint and 

achieve 100 per cent climate neutra-

lity as the company. Even more im-

portantly, however, we are helping 

the people on the ground in Kenya. 

This is our pleasure!

Angelina Straub,
PR & Communication 
Manager 

DIRECT AND INDIRECT GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Source of emissions t CO2 | 2017 t CO2 | 2018

Scope 1  
(Direct emissions)

Process heat and buil-
ding heat, etc.

2,469.7 2,255.1

Scope 2  
(Emissions from purchased 
energy)

Green electricity 0 0

Scope 3  
(Indirect emissions from 
upstream and downstream 
value chains)

Raw materials, packa-
ging, transport, busi-

ness travel, etc.

73,366.9 74,359.7

Total 75,836.6 76,614.9
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CO2 and other pollutants are also released by 

burning wood and coal. The project supported 

by MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS therefore 

finances the treatment of drinking water with 

chemical substances like chlorine. This avoids 

the harmful emissions and so protects human 

health and the climate at the same time.

COMMITMENT TO THE UNITED 
NATIONS GOALS  
In supporting the project for drinking wa-

ter treatment in Kenya, MANN & SCHRÖDER 

COSMETICS also contributes to the achie-

vement of the United Nations (UN) 2030 

Agenda. This is built around 17 goals for sus-

tainable development. MANN & SCHRÖDER 

COSMETICS is working on the following six of 

these goals through the project:

○  No poverty: households, hospitals and schools 

save time and money which would otherwise 

be spent sourcing fuel and boiling water.

○  Good health and well-being: diseases caused 

by unclean drinking water and the produc-

tion of smoke during the boiling process are 

minimised. The incidence of diarrhoea has 

fallen by 41 per cent.

○  Clean water and sanitation: more people in 

Kenya now have quick and free access to cle-

an drinking water.

○   Decent work and economic growth: the sale 

and distribution of the filter systems has 

   created new jobs.

○  Climate action: the project reduces CO2 emis-

sions by around 45,000 tons per year.

○  Life on land: the project reduces firewood 

consumption and therefore protects local fo-

rests and biological diversity.

FACTS & FIGURES

UN 2030 AGENDA 

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainab-

le Development was adopted by 

the member states of the United 

Nations in September 2015 and 

has set the tone for international 

cooperation ever since. It applies 

to all the countries in the world 

because only together can the glo-

bal problems be solved. The 17 Sus-

tainable Development Goals are at 

the heart of the agenda and cover 

three dimensions summarised as 

social, environmental and economic.

Kenyans traditionally boil 
their water on an open 

fire to obtain clean drin-
king water. This is no lon-

ger necessary thanks to the  
treated water.
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FOR THE SAKE OF THE ENV IRONMENT

ENERGY USE  
 

40,000 
LITRES OF HEATING 

OIL SAVED EVERY 
YEAR THROUGH HEAT 

RECOVERY

SQUARE METRES 
ALLOCATED TO 
SOLAR ENERGY 
FARMING

100% 
GREEN 
ELECTRICITY 
CUTTING CO2 
BY 3,245 T 
PER YEAR

714 



MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS sees it as its duty to keep energy 
consumption as low as possible. This is why awareness of energy efficiency 
is taken into account not only in the design of new installations but also in 

the continuous optimisation of existing facilities.

SAVING ENERGY AND 
KEEPING IT IN CIRCULATION

CORRECT USE OF RESOURCES

Solar panels covering an 
area of 714 square metres 

are a wise investment in 
harnessing the power of 

In 2018, the company set itself the goal of 

reducing its relative (in relation to sales) 

direct and indirect CO2 emissions by a low 

single-digit percentage. This target was achie-

ved by way of a reduction of 5.66 per cent ki-

logrammes of CO2 for every euro of sales re-

venue. MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS met 

its objectives by continuously improving inter-

nal processes and by factoring in the consump-

tion of resources by replacement capital assets 

and new investments.

At 13,961 megawatt hours, the company‘s to-

tal energy consumption – electricity, gas and 

other energy sources – was around 16 per cent 

below the figure for the previous year.  
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ons in 2018 (cf. table on p. 17). This illustrates 

the impact which changes in the production 

work might have on the use of fossil fuels like 

heating oil. For example, the increase in the 

production of emulsified liquids at MANN & 

SCHRÖDER COSMETICS resulted in greater 

consumption of heating oil. The goal in 2018 

was to curb this increased consumption. This 

was achieved through efficient cogeneration 

INTENSITY OF CO2 EMISSIONS

ABSOLUTE FIGURES FOR NET SALES, BATCH QUANTITIES                                                            

AND CO2 EMISSIONS:

2017 2018

Sales (net, EUR) 143,300,000 153,600,000

Quantity produced 200,827,270 204,510,915

CO2 emissions (t) 75,837 76,615

NET SALES, BATCH QUANTITIES AND BULK PRODUCTION IN RELATION TO                                  

CO2 EMISSIONS:

Einheit 2017 2018

Sales (net) kgCO2/EUR 0.53 0.50

Quantity produced kgCO2/pc 0.38 0.37

Bulk produced kgCO2/kg 1.66 1.70

The average level of CO2 emissions in 2018 was 0.37 kg/CO2 per production run. This amounts 

to a reduction of 2.63 per cent compared with 2017. The decline is partly due to a relative re-

duction in process heat in the manufacture of the products.

This proves that the various measures, such as 

LED lighting and heat recovery at the Siegels-

bach and Hüffenhardt sites, have already led to 

considerable savings in electricity consumpti-

on. The figures should be even better in 2019. 

The production of the purchased raw materials 

and packaging and the burning of fossil fuels 

to generate heat in production were again the 

main sources in the calculation of CO2 emissi-

The company saves 
around 40,000 litres 
of heating oil a year 
thanks to heat reco-

very in the manufactu-
ring process.

PER CENT
CO2 EMISSIONS PER 
PRODUCTION RUN FROM 
2017 TO 2018

-2,63
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and the associated recovery of waste heat.

HEATING WITH WASTE HEAT
Compressed air serves as the driving force be-

hind the manufacturing process. It is used to 

switch valves and move machines. There are 

three compressors at the Hüffenhardt site ge-

nerating the compressed air required. This 

produces a great deal of heat. MANN & SCHRÖ-

DER COSMETICS turns this heat to account 

by means of the heat recovery system. The hot 

water is pumped into the radiators throughout 

the building by means of a compressor unit 

with a heat exchanger connected to the hea-

ting network and is therefore used to heat the 

rooms. “At normal outside temperatures, we 

do not need any additional heating oil. There 

is enough heat given off by the compressors to 

heat the entire building,” explained technical 

manager Stefan Martin, “so the heating system 

is only needed for backup support in the win-

ter.”

The eco-friendly and resource-efficient soluti-

on has two immediate benefits. Firstly, around 

40,000 litres of heating oil can be saved every 

year, and secondly, no extra energy is required 

to cool the compressors thanks to the integra-

ted water cooling system. MANN & SCHRÖDER 

COSMETICS also had the existing compressors 

at the Siegelsbach production site retrofitted in 

2017.

 

ROOFTOP SUPPLY OF ELECTRICITY
MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS had the 

huge roof of the Packstofflager II packaging 

materials store in Hüffenhardt fitted with solar 

panels when it was built in 2015 in order to

TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN THE COMPANY

 

2017 From non-          
renewable sources

From renewable 
sources

Total energy 
consumption

MWh 10,125 6,111 16,235

Proportion 62 % 38 %

generate some of the electricity itself. Covering 

a total surface area of 714 square metres, the 

solar system allows the power of the sun to be 

utilised wisely since the radiant energy of the 

sunlight is converted directly into electrical 

energy by means of photovoltaics. The energy 

obtained in this way is fed into the electricity 

grid and is used wherever it is needed.

PER CENT
ONLY 30 % INCREASE IN HEATING 
OIL  CONSUMPTION AS COMPARED 
W ITH 36 % INCREASE IN EMULSI-
FIED L IQUID PRODUCTION

30/36

MEGAWATT HOURS
SAV ED BY THE COMPANY IN 
2018 COMPARED W ITH THE 

PREV IOUS YEAR.

2,274

2018 From non-          
renewable sources

From renewable 
sources

Total energy 
consumption

MWh 7,804 6,157 13,961

Proportion 56 % 44 %
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consumption of around 5,500,000 KWh. 

Compared to grey electricity, which is largely de-

rived from fossil fuels and nuclear energy sources, 

green electricity generates far fewer CO2 emis-

sions. By purchasing green electricity, MANN & 

SCHRÖDER COSMETICS is also backing rene-

wable sources, such as hydropower, solar energy, 

wind power, geothermal energy or biomass.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND LOW 
MAINTENANCE
MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS began to 

convert to LED lighting at the Siegelsbach and 

Hüffenhardt sites in 2016. The electricity saved 

on lighting in the entire company will amount to 

around 60 per cent. LED lighting also has a num-

ber of other advantages. It generates less heat 

and emits no UV light. This means that materials

60 per cent less is spent on electricity for ligh-

ting through the use of LED lights. It do not be-

come brittle and do not fade. LED lighting is also 

a long-life source of light requiring very little 

maintenance. Another advantage of LED lamps 

is their disposal. If they stop working, they can 

simply be disposed of with the normal waste – 

which cannot be said of the old incandescent 

bulbs.

GOOD FOR THE CARBON FOOTPRINT
MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS converted en-

tirely to green electricity in January 2014 and now 

saves 3,245 tons of CO2 per year with an annual 

TAKING A STAND

Our aim is to set an example when 

it comes to climate change and 

environmental protection. The ad-

vancement of renewable sources 

of energy is imperative in this res-

pect. Why not use something that is 

available anyway? The solar pow-

er which we generate goes a long 

way towards covering all our needs 

– and comes from a practically in-

exhaustible source.

Matthias Wörner, 
Head of Technology & 
Organisation 60 per cent less is spent 

on electricity for lighting 
through the use of LED 

lights.

TONNES OF CO 2

ALREADY OFFSET SINCE 2017 BY 
MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS, 

RECOGNISED AS A 100% CLIMATE- 
NEUTRAL COMPANY IN CL IMATE-

PARTNER AWARD

9,703

READ MORE ABOUT ENERGY USE
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THE MOST IMPORTANT RESOURCE 

EMPLOYEES

 

TRAINEES & STUDENT 
INTERNS

45

EMPLOYEES 
OF WHOM 331 MEN 

AND 381 WOMEN

712

TRAINING COMPANY IN 
GERMANY IN THE CARE 
PRODUCTS/COSMETICS 
SECTOR

NO.1



MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS insists on excellent resources in 
order to manufacture the best products. The most important re-

sources are committed employees who are stimulated and 
challenged.

ONE STEP AHEAD 

FOCUS ON TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

A s a family business with deep roots in 

the Heilbronn region, it is important 

to MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS 

to cultivate the labour market in the rural vici-

nity and to provide professional development 

opportunities geared to the workforce. A total 

of about 712 staff are employed at the two pro-

duction sites in Siegelsbach and Hüffenhardt           

and in the administration section at the Mann-

heim site (as at 31 December 2018).

There are courses tailored to the personal and 

professional needs of employees, irrespective 

of their age and qualifications. There are inter-

nal and external training opportunities. Every 

MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS employee 

attends at least one compulsory training course 

per year, covering subjects like safety, hygiene 

and data protection regulations.
Quality made in Germany – this appro-
ach is central to the family business, 
and MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS    
invests in the continuous further trai-
ning of its employees to this end.
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TRAINING RATE 22.1 PER CENT
The company also facilitates training geared 

to specific requirements and organised on an 

as-needed basis. Employees might have the op-

portunity to improve their business English or 

Excel skills, for example, or to study new sub-

jects relevant to their work and acquire further 

professional qualifications.

There were 155 such training courses in 2018. 

MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS is particu-

larly proud of the high training rate of 22.1 per 

cent in a workforce averaging 701 employees.

BRINGING UP THE NEXT GENERATION
Promotion starts with the youngest employees 

at MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS where 

training is offered in a total of 13 professions 

and degree courses at both production sites. 

MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS has been 

providing workplace training for many years 

in cooperation with the Baden-Wuerttemberg 

Cooperative State University (Duale Hochschu-

le Baden-Württemberg - DHBW), working with 

STAFF STRUCTURE
 2016 2017 2018

Absolute number of employees 636 686 712

     of whom men 298 325 331

     of whom women 338 361 381

New employees 99 147 141

Average number of employees 637 666 701

Composition by age group

     under 30 years of age 19.97 % 24.93 % 27.48 %

     30-50 years of age 53.62 % 51.61 % 44.93 %

     over 50 years of age 30.98 % 27.56% 27.50 %

Proportion of part-time employees 10.70 % 9.04 % 10 %

Average length of service 8 years

Training quota 22.11 %

Staff turnover rate 10.98 % 10.81 %

DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 
 2016 2017 2018

Employees with severe disabilities 17 19 24

Employees on maternity leave 5 11 7

Employees on parental leave 12 19 23

Nationalities employed 30

Reciprocal support: trainees and 
student interns benefit from the 
input and knowledge of the em-
ployees. 

54  
PER CENT 
WOMEN

46  
PER CEN MEN

AS IN PREV IOUS       
YEARS,  MORE WOMEN 
THAN MEN W ERE  
EMPLOYED.
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the Heilbronn and Mosbach campuses which 

have a reputation for one-on-one contact and 

small group sizes. Young people with an inte-

rest in the profession can opt for a technical, 

commercial or scientific career at MANN & 

SCHRÖDER COSMETICS.

and company-based input. There are also speci-

al seminars on subjects like business etiquette, 

project coordination and time management. A 

one-week preparatory stage is offered before 

the examinations. The company has won ac-

colades for its successful approach. Business 

magazine Capital singled MANN & SCHRÖDER 

COSMETICS out as one of the “best 500 trai-

ning companies in Germany” in October 2018, 

following on from the same award in 2017 and 

also preceded by the LEADING EMPLOYERS 

award in August 2018.

Focus and Focus Money also rank MANN & 

SCHRÖDER COSMETICS among the top trai-

ning companies. The company scored 100 out 

of 100 in the “Care and Cosmetics Products” 

sector, making it one of “Germany’s Best Trai-

ning Companies”.

PUTTING THE THEORY INTO 
PRACTICE
At MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS, training 

There were 45 trainees and students in the 

team at the time of going to press.

MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS is commit-

ted to in-depth and high-quality training right 

from the start with modern teaching resources 

EXCELLENCE

TRAINING OF 
OUTSTANDING QUALITY 

MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS has 

again been named one of the 500 

best training companies in Germa-

ny in the business magazine Capital. 

Focus and Focus Money and the LEA-

DING EMPLOYERS survey also singled 

out MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS 

as a top training company. 

READ MORE 

ABOUT TRAINING AND STUDY
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means encouraging young talent but also chal-

lenging junior staff in their development so 

that everyone can fulfil their true potential.

The company claims to offer young trainees 

optimum conditions in which to learn and 

practise.

The company set up its own training workshop 

in Hüffenhardt for this purpose in 2018. Pro-

spective mechatronics engineers and trainee 

machine/plant operators can put the theory 

into practice here and hone their skills in a rea-

listic setting. The aim is to open up the training 

workshop to future industrial mechanics and 

industrial electronics engineers as well from 

2019 onwards. The two-storey facility measures 

approximately 300 square metres and accom-

modates state-of-the-art training tools, such as 

the Festo panel for electro-pneumatic circuits 

and special drilling, milling and grinding ma-

chines.

trainees are not only versed in the theory but 

are also prepared in the best possible way for 

the increasing demands in practice.

In providing good training, the manufacturer 

of personal care and haircare products is not 

only investing in the future of the young people 

but also in the future of the company. In times 

LEARNING IN THE REAL WORLD
The heart of the training workshop is the 

practice production line which allows the 

young colleagues to gain experience of working 

on a real line without having to stop the facto-

ry operations and without being afraid of ma-

king mistakes. This makes learning fun and the 

where skilled workers are in short supply and 

labour market conditions are constantly ch-

anging, MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS 

is doing everything it can to remain one step 

ahead and is giving back to society in enabling 

young people to gain vocational training and 

professional qualifications.

Optimum learning conditions: 
trainees can assemble machine 
parts on a practice production line, 
try them out and produce small 
quantities of care products.
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INTERNATIONAL GUIDELINES

GRI-INDEX



ADHERENCE TO 
GRI STANDARDS 

MANN & SCHRÖDER COSMETICS takes its lead from the in-

ternational guidelines issued by the Global Reporting Initiati-

ve (GRI) in its reports on corporate responsibility in the area 

of sustainability. The following tables provide an overview of 

the GRI standards on which the company bases its sustainable 

operations.

GRI 100: UNIVERSAL STANDARDS

GRI 102 General disclosures

102-1 Name of the organisation p. 31

102-2 Activities, brands, products and services p. 3-6

102-3 Location of headquarters p. 5

102-4 Location of operations  p. 3, 5

102-5 Ownership and legal form p. 31

102-7 Scale of the organisation p. 24-26

102-8 Information on employees and other workers p. 26

102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker p. 3

GRI 200: ECONOMIC STANDARDS

GRI 203 Indirect economic impacts

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts p. 25

GRI 300: ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS

GRI 302 Energy 

302-1 Energy use within the organisation p. 22

GRI 305 Emissions 

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions  p. 17

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions p. 17

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions p. 17

GRI 400: SOCIAL STANDARDS

GRI 401 Employment 

401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover   p. 26

GRI 416 Customer health and safety

416-1 Assessment of the health and safety impacts of 
product and service categories  

p. 10

The company has set itself the goal of aligning itself even more 

closely with the GRI standards in the next few years and develo-

ping them further.
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